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ABSTRACT

The youth of today have been cast in a state of temporality, with no way of knowing 
whether their condition is permanent or transitionary.  Today’s youth are regarded 
as a low priority by politicians, and scholars and policymakers often view this dis-
connection as a crisis in citizenship within advanced industrial democracies.  This 
disengagement from electoral politics has contributed to several underlying issues, 
such as, a feeling of alienation from the political process, and a growing disinterest 
toward the political system.  However, young people are now engaging in non-
electoral forms of civic and political engagement, such as, participatory culture, 
which facilitates space for political and civic youth mobilization, and this, in turn, 
promotes democratic values of involvement. 

This paper examines the institutionalization of political media satire, with a specific 
focus on the commodification of the content found on The Colbert Report. I will 
explore the role of institutionalized political satire within hegemonic institutions, 
and argue that TCR creates a viewership based on the fetishism of commodities. 
However, where fetishism often generates passive reception, I argue that the com-
modification of political content and TCR fandom culture generates a passively-
active viewer, and facilitates a space for youth engagement.  For reasons discussed, 
it remains an open question whether young people will take full advantage of the 
political knowledge and awareness gained from watching TCR, and whether this 
will lead to future political advocacy.

KEYWORDS: Colbert Report, civic engagement, political media effects, political 
satire, political participation, youth participation.
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The youth of today are living through a very difficult time, often “cast in a condi-
tion of liminal drift, with no way of knowing whether it is transitory or perma-
nent” (Bauman 2004:76). This young demographic, who are often regarded as a 
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low priority by politicians, are disengaging from electoral politics and are set adrift 
to face the harsh realities of high youth unemployment, cuts to youth services and 
education budgets and an increase in university tuition fees (Sloam 2014: 665). 
Young people’s (under the age of 30) disconnection from electoral politics has often 
been viewed by scholars and policy makers as marking a crisis in citizenship within 
advanced industrial democracies (Stoker 2006). This disconnection has contributed 
to several underlying issues such as a feeling of alienation from the political process; 
a show of disinterest and incomprehension toward the political system (Sloam 
2014) and a growing cynicism toward politicians (Stoker 2006). Moreover, this 
disillusionment with politics has been illustrated by several mass demonstrations 
in recent years, such as the 2011 Occupy Movement in the United States, or the 
2012 mass student rallies in Quebec, Canada.

In the United States, in particular, youth voters (aged 18-29) have traditionally 
stood out for their consistently low levels of electoral participation (File 2013). For 
instance, according to a report on youth political participation published by The 
Center For Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement, “The 
turnout for young people (both under-30s and under-25s) has only been lower in 
three presidential elections —1988, 1996, and 2000 - since the voting age was low-
ered to 18 in 1972” (CIRCLE 2014). Americans are now beginning to see a shift 
in the direction of youth engagement, from Obama’s “Yes We Can” campaign, to 
an increase in civic education (Sloam 2014) and this strategy has helped to increase 
youth voter turnout (18-24) in 2004 and 2008. However, by the next election in 
2012, the youth share of votes cast fell, driven by the decline in voter turnout 
(CIRCLE 2014), displaying a rise in a disconnection between young Americans 
and electoral politics.

Youth, New Media and Political Participation

A recent study by the Institute of Politics at Harvard University found higher lev-
els of volunteering among millennials (born between the early 1980s and 2000s), 
in comparison with the baby boomer generation (born between 1946 and 1964) 
(cited in: Zuckerman 2014). Young people are now engaging in non-electoral forms 
of civic and political engagement, from activities such as petitions, boycotts and 
demonstrations to consumer politics, community campaigns, or voicing their con-
cerns through social media. Moreover, in a survey conducted by Kahne and Cohen 
(2012), they found strong evidence of a rise in youth participatory culture and that 
young people (under age 30) are using new media to engage in political discussion 
or to share civic material. Further, their research found that American youth who 
are involved in interest-driven online communities appear to be gaining political/
civic knowledge, skills and networks. New media has come to play a prominent role 
in the civic and political life of young people, as it has given them a political voice 
and influence by providing them with the tools for political and civic expression and 
this has opened up space for political/civic mobilization (Bennett 2008).
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Participatory culture, through mediated practices such as texting, blogging and 
social networking, has helped young people share their experiences and has encour-
aged the creation of meanings and action. For instance, Castells (2011) points 
out how Facebook and other social networking sites illustrate how young people 
increasingly construct their sense of community and identity online. Participa-
tory culture has therefore provided young people with the opportunity to become 
directly involved in the public discourse. Instead of arguing about the decline of 
youth civic and political engagement, we should instead view their level of engage-
ment as evolving rather than declining.

Research Question

In this paper, I will examine the institutionalization of political media satire, with 
a particular focus on the commodification of the content, found on The Colbert 
Report (hereinafter referred to as TCR) and explore the ways in which TCR serves 
as a system for the perpetuation of corporate-owned culture and the accumula-
tion of commodity consumption among audience members. Further, this paper 
will attempt to answer whether youth engagement with the Colbert Nation can 
be considered citizen engagement (civic or political participation), or is it simply 
reinforcing passive consumerism, acting solely as consumerist entertainment?  

This paper analyzes the role of institutionalized political satire and argues that 
TCR creates a viewership based on the fetishism of commodities. However, where 
fetishism often generates passive reception, this paper has found that the commodi-
fication of political content and fandom culture generates a passively-active viewer 
and facilitates a space for youth engagement. Furthermore, TCR fosters participa-
tory culture through the culture industry, but nonetheless, for reasons discussed, 
it remains an open question whether young people will take full advantage of the 
political knowledge and awareness gained from watching TCR and whether this 
will lead to future political advocacy.

The Rise of Institutionalized Satire

Following the postwar economic boom in the United States during the mid-20th 
century, television became a part of postwar American culture as it was thought 
to provide the solution for mending the broken homes and hearts of wartime life 
(Spigel 1989). Further, television gained more commercial and domestic accept-
ance and became the most sought-after appliance for sale in postwar America, as it 
was shown to restore family togetherness and renew faith in consumer capitalism 
(Spigel 1992: 2-3). America’s move to a postwar consumer society has been largely 
dictated by television-based advertising, which acted as a receiver of consumer 
culture that was directed into the living rooms of television owners.

Moreover, as more advertising agencies adopted this medium as a strategy “to cre-
ate awareness, change attitudes, [and] influence behavior” (Moody 2012: 2). This 
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allowed for the television to reign as the dominant home entertainment system in 
the United States for more than 60 years. For instance, since 1991, Comedy Cen-
tral (CC) has embraced political satire as a brand market as they felt that it was 
“economically sufficient when focusing on a narrower demographics” and content 
for a smaller audience share (Gray et al. 2009: 14). By 1993, CC’s institutionalized 
political satire garnered the network critical acclaim and wider cable system carriage 
and this has helped to strengthen their brand identity. Starting with the successful 
launch of Politically Incorrect in 1993, Comedy Central found homes for success-
ful satirical hits such as The Daily Show (1996-1999); South Park (1997-present); 
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (hereinafter referred to as TDS) (1999-present); 
Chappelle’s Show (2003-2006) and The Colbert Report (2005-2014).

Defining Political Satire

Having a long history in political commentary, satire was adopted by the Ancient 
Greeks as a form of political criticism and mockery. It continued to flourish in sta-
ble societies, presupposed homogeneous moral standards, all the while seeking pro-
gress and the betterment of humanity (Colletta 2009: 304). However, as satire seeks 
to both educate and entertain the audience (Holbert et al. 2011: 191), we should 
be careful with classifying it as a single literary form since there are many varieties 
of satire that adopt different techniques to persuade and captivate the audience. 
Two of the most widely used styles in contemporary Western society are Juvenalian 
and Horatian, both of which have been named after Roman poets (Sander 1971). 
Horatian satire emphasizes the elements of play and laughter and seeks to mock 
the imperfections of society through light humour. On the other hand, Juvenalian 
satire is more abrasive, addressing social evils through scorn and ridicule. It is more 
direct, “full of rage and disgust at universal corruption,” (Freedman 2008: 2) and 
laughs with contempt with humanity’s “incongruities and base hypocrisies” (Sander 
1971: 235). In other words, if we were to break satire down into the traditional 
dichotomy of tragedy versus comedy, Horatian satire would be defined as comedy 
and Juvenalian satire would be classified as tragedy (Sander 1971).

Western contemporary political satire is a very powerful artistic form that reveals 
political or social ills for a higher understanding of public life (Rahimi 2015: 270) 
and explores the gaps and contradictions of society (Knight 2004: 50-51). Moreo-
ver, it can also be viewed as an instrument of resistance that challenges hegemonic 
political ideologies and undermines, demythologizes and demystifies governmental 
narratives. For instance, in Jonathan Swift’s 1729 satirical critique of English occu-
pation in Ireland, A Modest Proposal, he challenges the dominant political narrative 
regarding the causes of the Irish famine and uses satire to challenge the reader’s 
conception of poverty and social injustice. That said, Swift uses satire as a technique 
to not only entertain the reader, but to also challenge the reader’s political views 
(Cameron 2015: 277-279).
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Literature Review: Political Satire and Contemporary Society

In October 2005, TCR emerged as a spin-off from TDS and is hosted by the 
fictionalized persona of conservative pundit, Stephen Colbert, who was ‘molded’ 
after conservative media personality, Bill O’Reilly. What is unique about the show’s 
comedic appeal is his over the top spin on news topics and use of deadpan satire to 
deliver his satirical comedy, his humorous critique of conservative media person-
alities, such as Rush Limbaugh, and his “explicit rejection of the need for facts in 
engaging in political debate and assessing political arguments” (Baumgartner and 
Morris 2008: 623). TCR has collected dedicated viewers, as well as critical acclaim 
through numerous awards, such as, two George F. Peabody Awards in Excellence 
in News and Entertainment (2008, 2012); five Primetime Emmy Awards (2008, 
2010, 2013) and a People’s Choice Award for Favorite Late Night Talk Show Host 
(2014). By the end of 2013, TCR had become one of the most watched late-night 
talk shows among adults 18-49, the industry’s key advertising demographic (Kis-
sell 2014). Moreover, the show has attracted a prominently younger male audience 
(Morris 2009; Young and Tisinger 2006), who are more liberal (Young 2004) and 
who hold four or more years of postsecondary education (Morris 2009).

As political media satire has become more prevalent within the past decade, media 
scholars have been investigating how it might impact the political process in the 
United States. Recent studies have shown that late-night political satirical pro-
grams, such as TDS and TCR, have the capacity to have a positive impact on society, 
especially among younger and more educated viewers. In a 2000 survey conducted 
by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, it was reported that 47 
per cent of people under the age of 30 gained political knowledge and information 
about the presidential campaign through late-night comedy programming. Moreo-
ver, a 2008 Pew Research survey, found that 43 per cent of regular TCR viewers are 
younger than 30 years of age.

Hollander (2005) found evidence that young people are capable of gaining politi-
cal knowledge through late-night comedy, but he states that their level of political 
competency and ability to express this political knowledge in a constructive manner 
remains an open question. Similarly, Young and Tisinger (2006) found that viewers 
of TDS are more politically knowledgeable and attentive in comparison to viewers 
of other late-night comedy shows, while Jones demonstrates a positive relation 
between fandom and citizenship and has stated that TCR “invites the audience to 
play with politics, thereby offering not only pleasure and inclusion, but a degree of 
interpretive agency in constructing political meaning and understanding through 
such participation” ( Jones 2009: 208). Other studies have found that TDS and TCR 
can increase youth’s political knowledge and efficacy. For instance, McClennen 
suggests that TCR sparks an “active citizenry that combines activism and critical 
reflection with a healthy dose of fun” (2011: 166) and in Van Heertrum (2011), he 
suggests that TDS and TCR provide youth with a valuable resource for critiquing 
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politicians and the media; this, he argues, can help shape and form their political 
identities. Furthermore, Xenos and Becker (2009) suggest that some of the most 
significant learning from TDS may be related to the post-viewing behaviour, where 
viewers use this time to research for additional information.

However, Baumgartner and Morris’s (2008) research found an increased affinity for 
the Republican Party and policies and argue that Colbert’s attempts at poking fun 
of conservative personalities may be helping those same personalities spread their 
message. Further, their study found that Colbert’s satirical humour and use of irony 
send out mixed messages to younger viewers and this may increase the chances that 
younger viewers may become less confident in their ability to understand politics 
(Baumgartner and Morris 2008: 634). Moreover, LaMarre et al. suggest that politi-
cal ideology can play a factor in the effect Colbert’s satire has on the viewer and 
concluded by stating, “The ambiguous deadpan satire offered by Stephen Colbert 
in ‘The Colbert Report’ is interpreted by audiences in a manner that best fits with 
their political beliefs” (LaMarre et al. 2009: 226).

Existing research on the effectiveness of political satire suggests that humour can 
work to attract initial public interest in serious issues, provoke critical questions and 
public discussion and promote a sense of hope that change is possible (Cameron 
2015: 286). My current research analyzes the commodification of political content 
and fandom culture and argues that political media satire generates a passively-
active audience and facilitates the emergence of a more democratically organized 
cultural domain. For instance, this paper has found that TCR has created the poten-
tial for citizen engagement and has also created a new model for activism, but it 
remains an open question whether young people will take full advantage of the 
political knowledge and awareness gained from watching TCR and whether this 
will lead to future political advocacy.

Participatory Culture

The institutionalization of political satire and by extension the branding of TCR 
is an example of a media object that functions within monopoly capitalism. That 
is, the producers of TCR offer satisfying content to the audience in order to gain 
a loyal viewership and thus profit off of them through advertisement revenue and 
unpaid labour. Moreover, according to Jenkins, fans and consumers “are selective 
users of a vast media culture whose treasures, though corrupt, hold wealth that 
can be mixed and refined for alternative use” ( Jenkins 2013: 27). Therefore, these 
media objects exemplify a move toward a participatory culture, one where audiences 
constantly shift between consumers and producers of content.

Participatory culture is characterized by “relatively low barriers to artistic expres-
sion and civic engagement, strong support for creating and sharing one’s crea-
tions and some type of informal mentorship whereby experienced participants pass 
along knowledge to novices” ( Jenkins 2009: xi). New media technologies provide 
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young people with new possibilities for civic and political participation and offer 
unconventional avenues to influence the political realm. By facilitating access to 
and through the opening up of new spaces, young people can readily access politi-
cal information and are provided with “tools and avenues for political expression 
and mobilization” (Bennett 2008). Participatory culture thus has the potential to 
empower young people, enhance participation in politics and provide both motives 
and opportunities for political engagement” (Kann et al. 2007).

Media consumption and the normalisation of convergence culture has been shaped 
in a multi-dimensional framework, where viewers have now become producers of 
content (for example, fan-based videos on YouTube), while remaining as consum-
ers of culture. And as journalist, Rachel Sklar (2006) remarked in the Huffington 
Post, “The people behind TCR may be the smartest minds in television: While 
everyone else frets about YouTube, Web TV and platform integration, Stephen 
Colbert & Co. are already galvanizing the online to action and integrating user-
generated content into the show.” The rise of the culture industry has played a 
very important role within the institutionalization of political satire. It has “built 
upon interactions among older and newer media logics—where logics are defined 
as technologies, genres, norms and behaviours and organizational forms—in the 
reflexively connected fields of media and politics” (Chadwick 2013: 4). TCR not 
only brings awareness to the follies within contemporary society, but the show 
commodifies political content for an increase in ratings and serves as a ‘gateway’ to 
a greater understanding of politics. TCR brand culture thus functions as a form of 
lifestyle politics for the viewer—“something one is, or does, rather than point to a 
particular consumer good one purchases” (Banet-Weiser 2009: 91). And so, TCR 
and the commodified political content shared with the viewers help shape their 
identity and consumes the very essence of their being.

The Colbert Report and Fandom

The Internet has helped to revive the concept of the public sphere, as it resembles a 
19th century public house where patrons often frequent to discuss current events, or 
debate on general rules governing society. And according to media scholar, Sophia 
McClennen, by targeting his program at youth culture and by ‘forcing’ his audi-
ence to recognize their collective power, Colbert is reigniting this notion of the 
public sphere and how it can both be politically powerful and fun (McClennen 
2011: 158). Youth-oriented political media satire offers one of the most powerful 
ways of reinvigorating the public sphere. It has helped to establish shared connec-
tions through online communities, foster a sense of solidarity and it has helped to 
mobilize a collective consciousness, regardless of geographical distance or location. 
Most importantly, members of the Colbert Nation function as an alternative social 
community, offering up symbolic solutions to real world problems and felt needs 
and an open space for imagined possibilities of change.
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In an interview with Neil Strauss for Rolling Stone, Colbert described the creation 
of the Colbert Nation: “We invented the Colbert Nation, but then we discovered it 
was real. We didn’t make it happen, they self-organized it. I love that relationship. 
We can’t always have it and you can’t force that. You just have to acknowledge it. 
We’re always planting seeds with the show and the challenge is, will we notice when 
a flower blooms and then pick that flower?” (Strauss 2009). Colbert has regularly 
opened up space for audience engagement, where he asks his audience “not only to 
applaud on cue but to take action in the real world” (Baym 2009: 150). His appeal 
to youth culture goes beyond the studio and into the homes of fans, where he 
invites the Colbert Nation to participate in the creation of the show by frequently 
calling on them to participate in various tasks such as, altering Wikipedia entries, 
or participating in various online contests.

Fan culture lies at the intersection of popular culture and participatory politics and 
fandoms, such as the Colbert Nation, are a defining characteristic of modernity. In 
their study on media activism and fan blogging, media scholars Catherine Burwell 
and Megan Boler found that “DIY fan culture provides significant insights into 
meaningful production and civic engagement within mediated worlds” (Burwell 
and Boler 2014: 115). Colbert’s fandom is explicitly operated by Stephen Colbert 
and shared through coordinated media consumption and web-managed member-
ship to form a safe space for political and civic participation. His creation of the 
Colbert Nation has given rise to a strong and dedicated fandom and this form of 
participation has helped youth create, critique and share work while expanding 
their social networks and offering new pathways into political/civic participation 
( Jenkins 2009).

In addition to his interactive segments, Colbert offers the Colbert Nation several 
avenues to interact with the show outside of the regular airtime. For instance, the 
Colbert Nation has an official website where fans can access past episodes, an 
official Facebook page, or you can follow both TCR and Colbert on Twitter. This 
merging of social networking with political satirical content has opened up space 
for introducing political discourse into the lives of young people. TCR’s use of social 
media platforms gives the Colbert Nation the opportunity to interact with young 
people in a way that supports the development of a public sphere. And according to 
Burwell and Boler: “These kind of activities are not only generated by the program’s 
producers but also initiated by fans themselves, who have started several thriv-
ing blogs dedicated to TCR, organized protests in support of striking writers and 
devoted countless threats to discussion of the show” (Burwell and Boler 2014: 117).

The Culture Industry: The Commodification of Culture

In “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” German social 
theorists, Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, proposed that the normalization 
of consumerism has given rise to the creation of mass culture, or what can be con-
sidered manufactured culture. Further, they warn us of how the rise of the culture 
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industry “turns all participants into listeners and authoritatively subjects them to 
broadcast programs which are all exactly the same” (Adorno and Horkheimer 1944: 
121-122). With the support of mass media communications, the mediatisation of 
consumption has played a helping role in the propagation of commodity production 
through various forms of cultural commodities, such as radio, film and television. 
This propagation of commodity has distorted our perception of reality by deliber-
ately fabricating our psychological needs and reinforcing our false consciousness. 
The culture industry, therefore, creates a need and then sells us something to fill this 
void and the product that is being sold is a set of complex desires that undermine 
the ability of individuals to be agents of their desires and emotions. Moreover, as 
American sociologist and cultural commentator, Todd Gitlin points out, “Time 
and attention are not one’s own; the established social powers have the capacity 
to colonize consciousness and unconsciousness, as they see fit” (Gitlin 1978: 255).

The television can, therefore, be seen as a gateway for capital flow as it introduces 
viewers to a media environment that is interconnected with other forms of media. 
In the post network-era, Comedy Central has embraced political satire as a brand 
marker, as they felt that it was “economically sufficient when focusing on narrower 
demographics” and content for a smaller audience share (Gray et al. 2009: 14). 
Satirical comedy thus offers a specific brand of programming for the channel and 
audience and this provides a very distinct appeal that cannot be found elsewhere 
on television. Branding and “advertising in the media is a ‘necessary elixir’ of capital 
because with it media corporations gain and accumulate capital. It is necessary for 
the selling of media products, for the sale of services and consumer goods and for 
the ideological reproduction of capitalist relations” (Fuchs 2009). So while Comedy 
Central has adopted marketing strategies that aim to earn a loyal audience, they 
view fans of TCR as commodities and future influencers of the cable network.

Axes of Participatory Civics    

However, it would be dismissive to simply regard the Colbert Nation as merely 
‘passive’ commodities within the culture industry. Is youth engagement with the 
Colbert Nation considered citizen engagement (civic or political participation), or 
is it simply reinforcing passive consumerism, acting solely as consumerist entertain-
ment? In New Media, New Civics?, media scholar Ethan Zuckerman uses the term 
‘participatory civics’ to refer to “forms of civic engagement that use digital media as 
a core component and embrace a post-‘informed citizen’ model of civic participa-
tion” (Zuckerman 2014: 156) and argues that practitioners of participatory civics 
have grown up on participatory media. Namely, practitioners have grown up in a 
digital culture where they can share their perspectives and views with the world, as 
well as see their influence regarding how many digital actors read, shared, or com-
mented on these perspectives.
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Zuckerman has introduced a typology for thinking about different types of civic 
participation. Instead of critiquing online engagement as a form of slacktivism or 
clicktivism, which is a term Evgeny Morozov (2009) has used to describe “feel-
good online activism that has zero political or social impact,” Zuckerman’s ‘Axes of 
Participatory Civics’ moves away from Morozov’s ‘zero sum game’ by taking into 
consideration all levels of online and offline action as a form of participation, albeit 
with varying levels of impact. Moreover, as Clay Shirky argues, “To speak online 
is to publish and to publish online is to connect with others. With the arrival of 
globally accessible publishing, freedom of speech is now freedom of the press and 
freedom of the press is freedom of assembly” (Shirky 2008: 172).

Firstly, Zuckerman’s horizontal axis refers to what is asked of you as a participant 
in a civic act. For instance, under thin engagement, your job is simply to show up, 
while, under thick engagement, your job is to figure out what needs to be done. 
Secondly, the vertical axis refers to what classifies as the ‘levers of change,’ for 
instance, the instrumental end refers to “engagement that has a specific, direct 
theory of change” (Zuckerman 2014: 159). And evaluating the success of any civic 
engagement requires asking what a civic actor hoped to achieve and whether he/
she achieved it. “Does thin engagement take advantage of strength in numbers? 
Does thick engagement take advantage of the creativity of those involved? Do 
instrumental approaches have a believable theory of change? Do voice approaches 
build engagement and grow movements?” (Zuckerman 2014: 163).

Media satire has attracted a younger viewing audience who see programs such as 
TDS and TCR as a more stimulating alternative from the more traditional forms 
of news broadcasting (Baumgartner and Morris 2011). Further, the programs have 
successfully integrated politically commodified content within the ‘convergence’ 
culture industry and this has created a nouveau genre of critical media literacy pro-
gramming on television that has helped to educate viewers and inspire civic action. 
For instance, in January 2010, the Supreme Court ruled 5-4 in the case of Citizens 
United v. Federal Election Commission, which allowed for corporations to raise 
money through Super PACs (political action committees), for political campaigns 
without any legal limit on donation size. Shortly after the announcement, Colbert 
founded his own Super PAC, “Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow,”  to 
raise awareness of the Citizens United Supreme Court decision, in order to bring 
awareness to how “American campaign finance lost all semblances of regulation 
and oversight” (McClennen and Maisel 2014: 38). With the help of the Colbert 
Nation, Colbert’s Super PAC raised over $1.02 million by January 2012 and the 
money helped draw attention to an issue, which had not received enough media 
attention, by the purchasing of advertisement space to run nationally televised mock 
Super PAC advertisements.

The institutionalization of political satire has revitalized the potential for civic 
engagement and has created a ‘new model’ for civic participation. When analyzing 
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the activities instructed by Colbert through the lens of Zuckerman’s Axes of Par-
ticipatory Civics, we can argue that the actions of the Colbert Nation would fall 
under ‘thin engagement’ on the horizontal axis, since the actions taken up by the 
Colbert Nation have been solely organized by Stephen Colbert and TCR, with 
the exception of fan blogs and fan websites. Colbert’s authority over the Colbert 
Nation, by either asking them to participate in a contest, or asking for donations, is 
contained within the limits of Colbert’s directed instructions and would, therefore, 
be considered a voice approach, found on the vertical axis. In short, the actions of 
the Colbert Nation are very low-level in terms of change and are solely controlled 
through the instructions of Stephen Colbert.  However, Colbert’s adoption of par-
ticipatory culture has the potential to enhance youth participation in politics by 
providing both motives and opportunities for political engagement. It not only 
promotes key democratic values of involvement and openness, but it also teaches 
youth about political mobilization (Kann et al. 2007).

Conclusion

Participatory culture has the potential to enhance youth civic and political par-
ticipation. Not only does it promote democratic values of involvement, but it also 
facilitates political mobilization. The institutionalization of political satire not only 
provides boundless entertainment for the viewer through a mixture of comedy 
and satire, but it also brings awareness to the follies within contemporary society 
(Young 2011). One of the main indicators of the success of TCR has been Com-
edy Central’s demand for higher ratings and advertisement revenue. However, the 
commodification of political satire has created a new model of activism for fans, 
since the media objects generated from TCR contain political content that has the 
potential to mobilize the Colbert Nation. The “Colbert bump” for example, which 
is a term coined by Colbert to refer to the boost in popularity that guests, such as 
political candidates or celebrities, achieve by appearing on the show. Moreover, this 
boost in popularity exemplifies evidence of the Colbert Nation actively participat-
ing within the culture industry, which in turn has influenced real world events. 
For instance, Fowler (2008) found that Democratic congressional candidates who 
appeared on the program “went on to significantly out-fundraise their peers who 
were similarly matched in terms of political party, incumbency and prior donations 
but who had not appeared on the show” (cited in: Feldman et al. 2011: 25-26). And 
in 2009, Sports Illustrated noted that after Colbert had extended the “Colbert bump” 
to the U.S. speed skating team following the news of the team’s sponsor announcing 
bankruptcy, the Colbert Nation was signed on as the official team’s sponsor and 
raised nearly $200,000 within the first week of Colbert’s announcement (Feldman 
et al. 2011: 26).

In this paper, I have examined the institutionalization of political media satire and 
have argued that TCR creates a viewership based on the fetishism of commodities. 
However, where fetishism often generates passive reception, this analytical literature 
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review has found that the commodification of political content and fandom culture 
generates a passively-active viewer and facilitates the emergence of a more demo-
cratically organized cultural domain. The “Colbert Report” has created the potential 
for citizen engagement and has also created a new model for activism, but nonethe-
less, for reasons discussed, it remains an open question whether young people will 
take full advantage of the political knowledge and awareness gained from watch-
ing TCR and whether this will lead to future political advocacy. This paper raises 
a number of questions that need to be addressed through future research. For one, 
we do not yet know whether engagement with the Colbert Nation has any impact 
on traditional modes of political engagement among youth. Moreover, it is hard to 
tell from this research whether or not members of the Colbert Nation were already 
politically engaged prior to joining the club, or if TCR serves as an alternative entry 
point for youth participation into electoral politics.

To paraphrase Pierre Bourdieu (1998), it is not enough to say that what gets on 
television is determined by the owners, or the companies that pay for advertisement 
space, or by the government that gives the subsidies. However, it is important to 
keep these things in mind. It is important to know that Comedy Central is owned 
by Viacom (who also owns CBS) and that Stephen Colbert is to succeed David 
Letterman as the host of the Late Show on CBS in 2015. So with Colbert leaving 
behind TCR to compete for the late-night timeslot on CBS, what does the future 
have in store for the Colbert Nation?
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